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The first quarter has offered a welcome return
to some sort of normality after the volatilityfree markets, which have risen in a straight line
for the last few years. Some of the excited,
and excitable, recent commentary is more of a
reflection of the excessive calm previously, rather
than anything too violent actually happening. To
put the movements in context, the MSCI World
Index was down a mere 1% in the first quarter, and
information technology was actually up. The best
news is that the potential melt-up in markets that
was building at the start of the year, which would
doubtless have been followed by a very nasty
meltdown, has been avoided.
That said, even after the recent pullback, valuations are still
high, with the MSCI World Index above a 15x multiple
of the next 12 months’ earnings, which are themselves
assumed to have risen by double-digits. The business cycle
is getting pretty advanced in the U.S. at least, and there are
significant risks as monetary policy gets more normal and
trade policy threatens to get much less normal. Nine years
into a bull market is clearly a good time to think about
downside protection; mind you, for us any time is a good
time to think about downside protection!
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“Nine years into a bull
market is clearly a good
time to think about
downside protection…”
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The good news about equities, cutting
through all the complexity, is that there
are only two ways to lose money… if the
earnings go away or if the multiple goes
away. We believe that our portfolios are
well-placed on both risks, and should
continue to offer the combination of
compounding plus relative downside
protection they have shown for the last
two decades.
The primary driver of downside
protection is that our portfolios’
earnings should be resilient in an
economic downturn. The companies’
combination of recurring revenues and
pricing power means that their sales
and margins hold up well in tough
times. Our flagship Global Franchise/
Brands Strategy passed the acid test in
the global financial crisis, with earnings
actually rising over the 2007-9 period,
not something the market could boast.
It is true that our portfolios have seen a
rising weight of information technology,
but backtesting performance suggests
that they should still be resilient, even
before considering how the arrival of
the cloud has increased the amount
of recurring revenue at software
companies. An example of this is a
multinational software corporation
that we own, which makes enterprise
software to manage business operations
and customer relations. The recurring
revenue has risen from 43% to 63% of
the total revenue since 2008 and, in
gross profit terms, the recurring element
has risen from 52% to 70%.
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As for valuation, our global portfolios
are at a premium against the market
using forward price/earnings, or as we
prefer to call them, guesses about lies.
They are guesses because estimates are
on average 8% too high on earnings
one year in advance (two years forward
the error rises to 14%) and lies because
the earnings used are ‘adjusted,’ or as
we like to call them, ‘earnings before

“The companies in our
portfolios are less likely
than the market to
disappoint significantly
on earnings because of
their inherent stability…”
the bad stuff,’ or in our more cynical
moments, ‘earnings to get management
paid.’ In 2016, U.S. adjusted earnings
were 25% above the ‘real’ generally
accepted accounting principal
(GAAP) numbers. The companies in
our portfolios are less likely than the
market to disappoint significantly on
earnings because of their inherent
stability, and are also less prone to
shunting losses ‘below the line,’ either
from restructuring charges, write-offs
or share-based compensation.1 As such,
much of the premium disappears on
a clean earnings basis. Indeed, on our
favoured measure of cash flow yield, our

Source: Morgan Stanley Investment Management; as of March 31, 2018.
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global portfolios are at a modest 5-9%
premium (depending on strategy) to
the MSCI World Index, for some of the
highest quality companies in the world.
The sharp relative derating that the key
consumer staples sector has suffered
over the last two years (going from a
40% to a 16% premium to the market
on the next 12 months’ earnings) has
been a headwind for performance but
has reduced the portfolios’ valuation
risks, improving our confidence in the
portfolios’ robustness in a downturn.
The sector with the most resilient
earnings in a global slowdown, which
makes up a significant percentage of
the portfolios, is at its cheapest versus
the market since the global financial
crisis, and is at a negligible 3% premium
to the MSCI World Index in free cash
flow terms.
Our strategies look to compound
wealth over the long term, by owning
high-quality companies that compound
their earnings steadily at reasonable
valuations. They look to keep the
lights on, rather than shoot them out.
We would argue that in an uncertain
world, this is an attractive proposition,
particularly as you do not really have to
pay up for the relative certainty.
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RISK CONSIDERATIONS
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment
objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is the
possibility that the market value of securities owned by the
portfolio will decline. Accordingly, you can lose money investing
in this strategy. Please be aware that this strategy may be subject
to certain additional risks. Changes in the worldwide economy,
consumer spending, competition, demographics and consumer
preferences, government regulation and economic conditions may
adversely affect global franchise companies and may negatively
impact the strategy to a greater extent than if the strategy’s assets
were invested in a wider variety of companies. In general, equity
securities’ values also fluctuate in response to activities specific
to a company. Investments in foreign markets entail special risks
such as currency, political, economic, and market risks. Stocks of
small-capitalization companies carry special risks, such as limited
product lines, markets and financial resources, and greater market
volatility than securities of larger, more established companies. The
risks of investing in emerging market countries are greater than

risks associated with investments in foreign developed markets.
Non-diversified portfolios often invest in a more limited number
of issuers. As such, changes in the financial condition or market
value of a single issuer may cause greater volatility. Option writing
strategy. Writing call options involves the risk that the Portfolio
may be required to sell the underlying security or instrument
(or settle in cash an amount of equal value) at a disadvantageous
price or below the market price of such underlying security or
instrument, at the time the option is exercised. As the writer of
a call option, the Portfolio forgoes, during the option’s life, the
opportunity to profit from increases in the market value of the
underlying security or instrument covering the option above the
sum of the premium and the exercise price, but retains the risk
of loss should the price of the underlying security or instrument
decline. Additionally, the Portfolio’s call option writing strategy
may not fully protect it against declines in the value of the market.
There are special risks associated with uncovered option writing
which expose the Portfolio to potentially significant loss.
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INDEX INFORMATION
The MSCI World Index is a free float adjusted market capitalization weighted
index that is designed to measure the global equity market performance of
developed markets. The term “free float” represents the portion of shares
outstanding that are deemed to be available for purchase in the public equity
markets by investors. The performance of the Index is listed in U.S. dollars
and assumes reinvestment of net dividends.The index is unmanaged and does
not include any expenses, fees or sales charges. It is not possible to invest
directly in an index.
DEFINITIONS
Free cash flow is a measure of a company’s financial performance, calculated as
operating cash flow minus capital expenditures. The price-earnings ratio (P/E
ratio) is the ratio for valuing a company that measures its current share price
relative to its per-share earnings. The price-earnings ratio is also sometimes
known as the price multiple or the earnings multiple.
DISTRIBUTION
This communication is only intended for and will only be distributed to
persons resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability
would not be contrary to local laws or regulations.
United Kingdom: Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England.
Registered No. 1981121. Registered Office: 25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf,
London E14 4QA. Dubai: Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited
(Representative Office, Unit Precinct 3-7th Floor-Unit 701 and 702, Level 7, Gate
Precinct Building 3, Dubai International Financial Centre, Dubai, 506501, United
Arab Emirates. Telephone: +97 (0)14 709 7158). Germany: Morgan Stanley
Investment Management Limited Niederlassung Deutschland Junghofstrasse
13-15 60311 Frankfurt Deutschland (Gattung: Zweigniederlassung (FDI) gem.
§ 53b KWG). Italy: Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited, Milan
Branch (Sede Secondaria di Milano) is a branch of Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited, a company registered in the UK, authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), and whose registered office is at 25
Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 4QA. Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited Milan Branch (Sede Secondaria di Milano) with seat in
Palazzo Serbelloni Corso Venezia, 16 20121 Milano, Italy, is registered in Italy
with company number and VAT number 08829360968. The Netherlands:
Morgan Stanley Investment Management, Rembrandt Tower, 11th Floor Amstelplein 1 1096HA, Netherlands. Telephone: 31 2-0462-1300. Morgan Stanley
Investment Management is a branch office of Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited. Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United
Kingdom. Switzerland: Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, London, Zurich
Branch Authorised and regulated by the Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht
(“FINMA”). Registered with the Register of Commerce Zurich CHE-115.415.770.
Registered Office: Beethovenstrasse 33, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland, Telephone
+41 (0) 44 588 1000. Facsimile Fax: +41(0) 44 588 1074.
U.S.
A separately managed account may not be suitable for all investors. Separate
accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number of securities
and will not necessarily track the performance of any index. Please consider
the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy carefully before
investing. A minimum asset level is required. For important information about
the investment manager, please refer to Form ADV Part 2.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of
the funds carefully before investing. The prospectuses contain this and
other information about the funds. To obtain a prospectus please download
one at morganstanley.com/im or call 1-800-548-7786. Please read the
prospectus carefully before investing.
Morgan Stanley Distribution, Inc. ser ves as the distributor for
Morgan Stanley funds.
NOT FDIC INSURED | NO BANK GUARANTEE | MAY LOSE VALUE | NOT
INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY | NOT A DEPOSIT
Hong Kong: This document has been issued by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited for
use in Hong Kong and shall only be made available to “professional investors”
as defined under the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong (Cap
571). The contents of this document have not been reviewed nor approved
by any regulatory authority including the Securities and Futures Commission

in Hong Kong. Accordingly, save where an exemption is available under the
relevant law, this document shall not be issued, circulated, distributed, directed
at, or made available to, the public in Hong Kong. Singapore: This document
should not be considered to be the subject of an invitation for subscription or
purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to the public or any member of the
public in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional investor under section
304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (“SFA”);
(ii) to a “relevant person” (which includes an accredited investor) pursuant
to section 305 of the SFA, and such distribution is in accordance with the
conditions specified in section 305 of the SFA; or (iii) otherwise pursuant to,
and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the
SFA. Australia: This publication is disseminated in Australia by Morgan Stanley
Investment Management (Australia) Pty Limited ACN: 122040037, AFSL No.
314182, which accept responsibility for its contents. This publication, and any
access to it, is intended only for “wholesale clients” within the meaning of the
Australian Corporations Act.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
EMEA: This communication has been issued by Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited (“MSIM”). Authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Registered in England No. 1981121. Registered Office: 25
Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA.
There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all market
conditions, and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest for the
long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market. Prior to
investing, investors should carefully review the strategy’s / product’s relevant
offering document. There are important differences in how the strategy is
carried out in each of the investment vehicles.
A separately managed account may not be suitable for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number
of securities and will not necessarily track the performance of any index.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy
carefully before investing.
This material is a general communication, which is not impartial and has been
prepared solely for informational and educational purposes and does not
constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any particular security
or to adopt any specific investment strategy. The information herein has not
been based on a consideration of any individual investor circumstances and is
not investment advice, nor should it be construed in any way as tax, accounting,
legal or regulatory advice. To that end, investors should seek independent
legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax consequences, before
making any investment decision.
Except as otherwise indicated herein, the views and opinions expressed herein
are those of the portfolio management team, are based on matters as they
exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date, and will not
be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently
becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes occurring, after the
date hereof.
Forecasts and/or estimates provided herein are subject to change and may
not actually come to pass. Information regarding expected market returns
and market outlooks is based on the research, analysis and opinions of the
authors. These conclusions are speculative in nature, may not come to pass
and are not intended to predict the future performance of any specific
Morgan Stanley Investment Management product.
MSIM has not authorised financial intermediaries to use and to distribute this
document, unless such use and distribution is made in accordance with applicable
law and regulation. Additionally, financial intermediaries are required to satisfy
themselves that the information in this document is suitable for any person
to whom they provide this document in view of that person’s circumstances
and purpose. MSIM shall not be liable for, and accepts no liability for, the use
or misuse of this document by any such financial intermediary.
The whole or any part of this work may not be reproduced, copied or transmitted
or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without MSIM’s express
written consent.
All information contained herein is proprietary and is protected under
copyright law.
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